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Abstract

A multi-disciplinary research team is undertaking a trial of speech-to-text (STT) technology for clinical handover management. Speech-to-text technologies allow for the capture of handover data from voice recordings using speech recognition software and systems. The text documents created from this system can be used together with traditional handover notes and checklists to enhance the depth and breadth of data available for clinical decision-making at the point of care and so improve patient care and reduce medical errors. This paper reports on a preliminary study of perceived usability of nurses of the use of speech-to-text technology based on interviews at a “test day” and using a user-task-technology usability framework to explore expectations of nurses of the use of speech-to-text (STT) technology for clinical handover. The results of this study will be used to design field studies to test the use of speech-to-text (STT) technologies at the point of care in several hospital settings.

Introduction

The study presented in this paper is part of a larger study where a multi-disciplinary research team, comprising nurses, nurse educators, IT specialists and social linguists, is undertaking a trial of speech-to-text (STT) technology for clinical handover management. This preliminary study aims to identify expectations of new users of speech-to-text technologies for clinical handover including expected benefits, costs, advantages, disadvantages and changes in work practices. Speech-to-text technologies allow for the capture of handover data from voice recordings using speech recognition software and systems. The text documents created from this system can be used together with traditional handover notes and checklists to enhance the depth and breadth of data available for clinical decision-making at the point of care and so improve patient care and reduce medical errors. The objectives of this smaller study is to explore speech-to-text hardware and software with nurses who are experienced with traditional clinical handover procedures. Other publications (Suominen, Basilakis et al. 2013) report on the technical perspectives such as hardware and voice quality, software, algorithms and machine learning, word accuracy, etc.

Verbal and/or written clinical handover is one of the most common tasks carried out by nurses and relies on accurate clinical communication (Johnson and Cowin 2013). Failures in clinical communication can lead to adverse health events (Bhabra, Mackeith et al. 2007; Barnes, Campbell et al. 2011; Farhan, Brown et al. 2012). Although there is no universally accepted method of handover, most clinicians use a combination of verbal and written approaches. However, communication errors (Johnson and Cowin 2013) can compromise patient safety in health care facilities. A recent study identified 22% of clinical management incidents in nursing were caused by communication failures either at handover or
within documentation resulting in delays to diagnosis and treatment (Tran and Johnson 2010).

Jefferies, Johnson and Nicholls (Jefferies, Johnson et al. 2012) compared the patient information delivered by nurses using oral clinical handover and using written nursing notes. They found that clinical handover presented a more complete picture of the patient’s condition and care than the nursing notes which tended to focus on descriptions of nursing tasks. They suggest that new handover practices which encompass all patient information need to be explored including new technologies, systems and work practices. Clarke and Persaud (2011) propose a model for clinical handover improvement which includes end user involvement and implementing locally adapted best practices supported by communication, documentation, and training.

Various electronic and digital tools have been proposed to assist in improving the handover process to decrease errors arising from inadequacies in the handover practice (Barnes, Campbell et al. 2011; Farhan, Brown et al. 2012). Others have investigated transforming work practices of nurses in the context of introducing new technologies in ward units as complex environments (Vuokko and Karsten 2008) using Complexity Theory (Anderson 1999) and Actor-Network Theory (Latour 2005). In this study, nurses rarely documented care at the patient bedside but sometimes wrote notes on a piece of paper, but the actual formal documentation was performed later in the operations centre. This formal documentation also provided an important means for information exchange between nurses, physicians, and ward secretaries. Thus they are an example of black boxing when existing technology and routines are intertwined in a way that is likely to be difficult to change. However, the study sees several opportunities for new technologies to make the unit less dependent on time-place arrangements and support in coordination, communication, and information sharing.

Existing technologies which can provide the digitisation and secure recording of handover information, especially speech-to-text technologies, provide the opportunity for the more comprehensive description delivered at handover by nurses to combine with nursing notes. This study is part of a project which seeks to enrich the collection and analysis of handover data by developing a Speech-To-Text for Clinical Handover System based on speech recognition of oral handover information and a customised database providing congruence between oral handover and nursing documentation so that all patient information can accessed and analysed for clinical decision-making.

Research Approach

As stated above, the research reported in this paper is a preliminary study which is part of a larger action research project investigating the implementation of speech-to-text in clinical handover in hospital wards. The research questions addressed in this study were:

• What are the expectations of participants who are about to commence using speech-to-text technologies for clinical handover?
• What advantages and disadvantages do participants expect when working with a speech-to-text technologies for clinical handover?
The research approach for the preliminary study reported in this paper is empirical and interpretive and based on qualitative data transcribed from interviews with nurses who were introduced to the concepts of speech-to-text handover and the potential equipment to be trialled.

In this paper the focus is on evaluations by the participants of the usability of the hardware and software systems which could be used to collect voice-based clinical handover data, based on their own professional experience and their perceptions of how speech-to-text handovers may be carried out. Data was analysed within a usability framework based on accepted usability principles (Nielsen 1992; 1998) for the adoption of emerging technology in the workplace.

The Framework

![Figure 1: A Framework for user-task-technology usability (UTTU)](image)

As a theoretical foundation for this study a framework for user-task-technology usability is proposed in Figure 1. Usability is generally defined as the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specific users achieve specific goals within a particular context or environment (1998; Jokela, Siponen et al. 2006). Nielsen (1992) further emphasises the importance of the predesign stage in usability engineering which he describes as “Know the user” which includes understanding individual user characteristics, the user’s current task, functional analysis and the evolution of the user. Another framework, the task-technology fit (TTF) framework acknowledges the importance of precursors of utilisation such as user expectations, attitudes and beliefs (Goodhue and Thompson 1995; McGill and Klobas 2008).
Studies of usability have found that involvement of users in preliminary design assists in successful design. Venturi et al (2006) found that successful User Centred Design relies on early involvement of practitioners in the product life cycle. Linholt et al (2006) studied usability in the development of electronic health record (EHR) systems and suggest that “[a] way to involve the clinicians in the development process is conducting usability evaluations.” and showed that it is possible to identify usability problems in an EHR system by combining methods from laboratory tests and field studies.

Context is a highly critical factor in understanding change and development needs for new systems (Pettigrew 1990; Pettigrew 2012). Recently, Coursaris and Kim (2006) have suggested a Framework for Contextual Usability for mobile technology based on the following variables: user, task, environment, and technology, which focuses on users, tasks and technology in a specified context.

In this paper a framework for user-technology-task usability (UTTU) is proposed (Figure 1) based on the usability framework elements in Table 1 listed with supporting literature and specific descriptions relating to this project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework element</th>
<th>Supporting Literature</th>
<th>Speech-to-text project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User expectations</td>
<td>Liholt et al, Venturi, Nielsen, Goodhue &amp; Thompson</td>
<td>Expectations and attitudes to the concept of STT handover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Characteristics</td>
<td>Nielsen, Coursaris &amp; Kim</td>
<td>Experienced practicing nurse/clinician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Characteristics</td>
<td>Goodhue &amp; Thompson, Coursaris &amp; Kim</td>
<td>Mobile speech recording of clinical handover notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Characteristics</td>
<td>Coursaris &amp; Kim, Goodhue &amp; Thompson</td>
<td>Mobile, portable, recording devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Coursaris &amp; Kim, ISO-9241, Pettigrew</td>
<td>Recording environment Translation process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The empirical research reported in this paper addresses the first part of the framework (left section of Figure 1 – Usability Design Context) which focuses on the “precursors” to design of a usable system by exploring potential users’ expectations of the technology environment within their own framework of experience, beliefs and opinions.

A testing day was arranged with 5 practising clinicians where they were introduced to the concept of STT for CH and various potential recording devices and systems. The participants were interviewed about their expectations of STT within a typical handover context based on their evaluation of the technologies and their own experience of clinical handover and understanding of the new STT for clinical handover environment.
Findings

The analysis of interview data was based on standard coding using the HyperResearch qualitative analysis tool (HyperResearch 2012) and the seed categories from the framework - user expectations, user characteristics, task characteristics, technology characteristics and environment. The analysis is presented below based on emerging themes from the coded data within the seed categories from the framework. Themes are further illustrated with selected quotes from the transcripts.

User expectations - nurses

General expectations

From an expectations perspective, the participants were generally very positive about the technology and anticipated potential improvements.

All five clinicians interviewed were willing to try STT technology if it were available, although there was some reservations,

“I just think it’s a very, very good project. I’m very impressed by the fact that people are trying to look at the best interests of the patients, I mean that to me is the ultimate ... [j]ust having had ... the clinical communication workshops where I know that communication of handover is where students seem to be falling down.”

“I’m really excited. I’d hope it all works out and I can see it [being] implemented during my career because I’m only just starting and there are so many possibilities of what could be done with technology these days ...”

“Yeah, I think that would be great as long as all the bumps get smoothed out eventually but I’m sure that it will be difficult at the beginning ...”

All participants anticipated improvements to the handover process: “I think it’s an absolutely fantastic idea because you can still ... reiterate [replay] if you didn’t quite understand or even hear something ... this is a fantastic move towards the, not mechanising, ... but certainly making the handover more fluent ...”

“... it’s better because if you’re writing you need to think everything in grammar, explain things ... . This is a better record and step by step.”

“If it gave additional information and it improved patient safety, any option which improved patient safety, would be something that I’d adopt.”

“So – but this is way far off and could make a whole different study – having a power chart or each person’s information in the phone itself so that you could just swipe and get the medication. If you’re carrying it in your pocket you don’t have to go back to the desk to look at what the medication is or what the blood levels are or...everything, it could all be in your hand and your pocket constantly.”

Learning & training

All nurses were concerned about how they were going to prepare for a new system particularly whether there would be sufficient training: “... being au fait with the equipment, knowing how to use it. If it was extremely difficult to use and wasn’t intuitive to be able to use, I’d probably become frustrated. I’d sort of
think, we’ll what’s the point of trying to use equipment that most of us don’t understand how to use?”

Some participants thought that it would be problematic at first and then get easier similar to other IT systems: “... exactly the same as when you put the computer on, because everything you are writing on paper, after you go in the computer - it’s a worry because it is a new system. But after, it’s fantastic.”

It was also suggested that it would take time for nurses to get used to new systems and that training would be vital: “But when it goes into service I think everything will be fine then, once they've had some education in it ... [t]hey know that they can’t get away with not using it because ... [a] nurse unit manager will ... gingerly put[t]ing this in place and say[ing] to the staff, well, I'm sorry, but we have to do it this way now. ... [s]o they won't have a choice.”

One nurse suggested the need to train users on how to record data in the most accurate ways: “I think you have to learn [how to record accurate data] as well as the software.”

Time available

Since nursing is naturally a time consuming job, there were concerns about whether sufficient time would be available to record and take or revise notes: “You know, would we have sufficient time to be able to record all of this because on a busy ward do you have that sort of time? I mean you do have to ... make your notes, so you’d have to set aside time to be able to make those notes anyway ...

“... it’s been my experience that you’re actually inclined to say a little bit more and elaborate a little bit more than perhaps you might if you were just writing something down.”

The suggestion by the facilitators that the voice recording may be translated into a rough draft that was editable created some concern: “... usually you handover the keys to the one in the charge and part your ways, wash your hands, then off you go. But they're really going to have to do something about handover times if they're going to incorporate this because then the person will have to come back after the handover, then sit down at the computer and actually, if they're going to revise notes, they'll - there will be blue murder some of them will scream ... as far as if editing takes them, say, 20 minutes and it's already five minutes to knock off time.”

There was concern over the time it might take to check and edit notes at night to morning handover. “... if editing takes them, say, 20 minutes and it's already five minutes to knock off time. It might take them over what they're supposed to be there. (Facilitator: So the procedures would have to change or the way they do - the relationship between it would have to be altered?) ... It depends on the type of ward it is I guess. It'd just be that - afternoon shift it really isn't a problem because you have such a large overlap between shifts. You can sit down and do your editing of your notes. But the one I see a problem with is the morning - night to morning shift.”
User characteristics - nurses

Age

Three of the five nurses thought technology such as this is more suitable for younger people: “I guess anyone who is maybe in their 20s and younger - 30s is still good - but once they start getting above their 30s, I just think they don’t maybe use computers as much or as often as the younger generation who are addicted to technology. So I would say they [an older generation] seem to complain a little bit more whenever they have to use a computer or ask for advice ...

Some participants were concerned that some mature nurses are set in their ways: “There will be staff who will out-and-out refuse to use them. You'll get the cranky old nurses that have been there for a long, long time. I can just see many of my peers – years of education in emergency – ‘I'm not using that stupid thing. I've given my handover like this for years.’

“[J]ust about every person under 30 I see nowadays have [sic] got a telephone on them, ... especially one of these smart-phones ... So I'm not too worried about the younger ones ... picking up the technology.”

Resistance

Three of the five participants specifically identified resistance to technology and specifically resistance to being recorded: “Nurses don’t like change. They'll put up resistance to something new that comes along. But usually once they start using it, especially technology that improves patient care, ... they'd see the value of it.”

“It's additional to the [current] technology, ... Some people didn't like more technology to come to the field ... ten years ago ... I never used a computer ... It's all paperwork. Now everything, there's computer for ordering, ... all documentation it's all through the computer ... That's the issue. It's a new thing and it's a new technology coming to the handover, ... Some of them maybe they will not like it.”

“They're scared. Everyone is frightened of a new system but after, it’s fine ... for the computer everyone was scared. I was nervous because I never used a computer, I never used this one, I never, but after everyone's happy.”

“You can think about maybe some nurses or some people, they don't like to be recorded. They don't like to be recorded and maybe they never ... record their voice. ‘Why do you want me to record my voice? I can write.’ Maybe they're happy to write, but they're not happy to be recorded. Maybe that interferes with their rights, they think.”

task characteristics - clinical handover
Accountability, documented evidence and benefit to the patient

Speech to text technology was generally seen as potentially making a positive contribution to the task of clinical handover. Specific contributions identified by the participants included providing documented evidence for enhancing accountability and clinical reasoning and associated benefit to the patient:

“I think that it's a very positive move in that it actually holds nurses a lot more accountable for what they say in handovers. Now, I know that ... might sound strange but, given probably thousands and thousands of handovers, quite often people will be quite blasé and not give much information. You've got to pull it out of them ...”

“I think recording the handover would be easy for later on to have evidence for what you said, ... because handover is part of your nursing, takes sometimes half an hour, 45 minutes. You need to have them recorded. You document everything the whole day and this is one of the most important part of your duties as a nurse ... at work.”

“... I think that that’s the advantage of [STT] handover is that although you write something in your notes, [using voice recording] you’re more inclined to elaborate and say, you know the patient’s really quite uncomfortable and they’re really quite distressed, can you just make sure that they get additional TLC or phone the family or something like that, which you might not necessarily write in your notes. So I think it might be an expansion on what you might be saying in your notes so I think it might be - yes perhaps a little bit more global and a bit more holistic.”

One nurse liked the idea of a permanent record of handover. “Evidence [of] what you have, what you did, what you did during the day, what you hand over to the next shift ... It's like nursing documentation, I think. It's the same value of nursing documentation.”

“... this is a fantastic move towards the, not mechanising, you know what I mean, but certainly making the handover more fluent and, as I said, about accountability. To be able to recount notes as well rather than say, oh, what did Sally say this morning when she handed over about such and such.”

“... to refresh your memory but also if you picture being, say – ... the night duty nurse [was] really worried about this patient. So in the morning [the patient is] handed over to me. ‘Now, look at this lady. ... but I'm not too sure what's going on with her. She looked to me like she was going to have a seizure last night. She raised her blood pressure. She went all dazed as if she was having an absent seizure or something. She didn't have any involuntary movement or anything. But I was just worried about her.’ Now, if I totally ignored that in the handover and said, oh, look, she looks all right now, she's eaten a bit of breakfast, and didn't do a damn thing - now that person maybe had a seizure and then died later or hit her head or something happened that was really, really nasty. Then they say, well, she didn't tell us anything about it. So there is that accountability that you've got proof saying, hang on, I did hand that over this morning.”
Other practical improvements identified by participants in interviews included in-situ data collection, backup of handover data, playback between shifts, time-savings, continuity of care and an aide de memoire. Some negative contributions of STT to the task of clinical handover identified by the participants included the effect on relatives of recording in their presence and infection control.

**technology characteristics - mobile, portable speech recording**

Before the interviews, all clinicians were shown how to use various mobile recording devices including a smartphone, a tablet, an MP3 player and a standard dictaphone. Practical issues identified with all devices included: maintenance (battery life), cost of the device, potential damage to the device, responsibility for the device and its data, ease of use (headsets, lapel microphones).

The most popular devices were the smartphone and the tablet and noise cancelling lapel microphones were preferred by most clinicians over headsets:

“I think it would have to probably be the smartphone because it would be so much easier to transport and walk around with ...”

“Oh the tablet, straight away it was just so much more intuitive, so much more user-friendly. You just pressed one button and it worked and it was - you know you didn’t have go back to menus .... So the tablet would be my first preference. I’d probably then say the next one would be the smartphone, although I’d have to be fairly au fait with how it worked.”

“It would definitely be the smart phone, especially since it has the potential to maybe integrate other features eventually, so you could use that all the time. ... ”

“The [smartphone]. ... Most of the people can navigate [a smartphone], especially you’re talking about the new generations and...the little MP3 player's probably a bit too basic and probably too unreliable. ... A bit of a toy. ... I think the voice recorder would be excellent quality. But it might be a little bit more complicated for those who are the less techno savvy as far as your menuing system ... I think it’s very basic too – if you just look at the markings and things. The smartphone was so easy to operate, as is the tablet. I mean, it's just more or less a couple of touches and you're off and, of course, to stop and save.”

“I mean most of the devices are pretty portable already and that’s why I suggested not the [tablet] because you can’t really put [a tablet] in your pocket.”

“Yes. It’s [the tablet] better I think because every single day you put it straight away into the computer, ... it’s connected. It’s the easiest. ... you check the record of the resident. It is still there to compare what happened from yesterday and manage reports.”

“I enjoyed the lapel microphones better but if one of the devices, the final device, could not have any headphones at all, if you could just talk at it instead of having to put something in your ears or around your neck, like the [smart]phone and the [tablet], it just hears your voice, you don’t need to connect anything. And the voice recorder as well, whereas the MP3 I’m pretty sure you need a headphone
and a microphone to make it work. So the less things you have, the less clutter, the less things getting lost. It would be more efficient to not have microphones.”

**Environment Characteristics: Context of clinical handover using speech recognition technology**

**The Recording Process**

Various physical issues with the recording process were identified by interviewees including ambient noise, and tacit recording of both patients and staff which may breach patient confidentiality.

“Especially emergency departments or things like that where you've got a lot of – hopefully not too much yelling and screaming but it does happen, and of course just the ambient noise in the place anywhere. It's all the clattering, banging and it's just a very noisy place. ... You'd have to have something that could filter out the really loud bangs or the high-end clicks and clangs and things ...”

“So as long as I was reassured that there was patient confidentiality and that the device that I was using was intuitive and user-friendly, I think it would be a very good tool to be able to use. If not I’d be – you know, probably might have a bit of a negative attitude towards it.”

“So if they were walking around in their normal social environment I think you’d have to be very careful how you managed it then. Because, indeed – you know just from the confidentiality perspective – if you’re actually recording and there might be patients and patients relatives around and that sort of thing, I think that could potentially be a breach of confidentiality and I’m not sure how you would get around that.”

**The Translation Process**

Nurses were also concerned about the translation process in terms of how accurate it would be and the handling of accents, slang, abbreviations and recording people with English as a second language.

“I’m assuming it’s probably going to be difficult for the technology itself to recognise the different speech patterns and maybe accents and just in general I’ve noticed even with the caption on TV that does it automatically that it doesn’t always pick up the correct words. YouTube’s text program is pretty bad as well; it doesn’t pick it up properly. So I guess that it generally needs to be advanced a little to make it work efficiently, especially if we’re doing it in a medical field, like if it picks up something wrong and then it gets translated incorrectly, it could make even more errors.”

“... maybe we’ve got to look at slang, we’ve got to look at abbreviations and all those sorts of things as well and how do you change that? I don’t know because I certainly know that students that have English as a second language really struggle with that. They really – I mean the Aussie vernacular is very interesting isn’t it? So whether you improve on that and you try to get rid of some of the slang and some of the abbreviations, that might be a way forward as well because there’s a lot of misunderstanding about that.”
“I don’t know. For the other staff, different accents, for example. For example, I say Mr ‘Flemington’, for example, another nurse says ‘Flemington’ – different pronunciation, different surname. It would be the same in writing but different pronunciation, properly, exactly.”

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to identify preliminary issues which may influence successful utilisation of STT technology in clinical handover trials by asking practising nurses to evaluate some of the elements of a STT environment before implementation. The evaluations by the nurses will assist in the selection of the hardware and software together with the design of processes and procedures to be used in field trials of the larger study at ?? hospitals in NSW, Australia.

The technology of speech recognition and translation

Many studies in speech recognition and information extraction with health data show that our interviewees concerns on inabilities of technologies to cope with the technical aspects of speech recognition and translation in real-life setting are likely to be unnecessary. It has been shown that speech recognition achieves up to 79 per cent of the words being correctly detected without any tailoring to a given voice on six realistic handover scenarios with over 1,200 words of continuous free-form text across the specialties of aged care, dementia, medicine, and neurology, and three Australian voices (Suominen, Basilakis et al. 2013). The voices included two native Australian-English speakers (male physician and female nursing scientist) and one female nurse with a Spanish accent. The best word detection rate was achieved with the male voice and the worst (53%) with the Spanish accented voice. The effects of background noise, interruptions, or other characterising that complicate speech recognition in clinical settings has been studied with eight voices and a total of about 3,600 typical short anaesthesia comments in Danish (Alapetite 2008). The detection recognition rate with free text was over 77 per cent in these noisy settings. Using from 30 to 60 minutes tailoring to a given voice shows detection recognition rates from 90 per cent to 99 per cent on four medical report entries (two progress notes, one assessment summary, and one discharge summary) and twelve US-English male physicians (Devine, Gaehde et al. 2000) 47 emergency-department charts and two US-English physicians (Zick and Olsen 2001), and 206 pathology reports from surgical pathology materials in seven Canadian-English pathologists and a primary evaluator who speaks English as a second language (Al-Aynati and Chorneyko 2003).

Information extraction to translate free-form text in the clinical domain has been studied on many form-filling applications. The review of the research published after 1995 by Meystre et al (2008) discusses 174 publications on extracting information from free-form text in the electronic health/patient record. The review and references therein describes that systems developed to extract information from these texts mostly focus on chest and other types of radiography reports, echocardiogram reports, discharge summaries, and pathology reports. The typical tasks include extracting codes; enriching or structuring the content and utility of the electronic health/patient record, especially to support computerised decision-
making; surveillance; supporting research; de-identification of clinical text; and terminology management. The conclusion is that from 1995 to 2008, the quality of these information extraction systems has gradually improved, exceeding the F-measure of 90 per cent in several cases. This F-measure is defined as the harmonic mean of precision (the proportion of extracted items that the system got right) and recall (the proportion of items that the system should have extracted and did extract). It takes values between zero (the worst quality) and 100 per cent (the best quality). As an example of a recent study on health information extraction, we refer the reader to Xu et al. (2012). They describe a system to extract medication dosage information from US discharge summaries that achieves the F-measure of 85 per cent after using 349 summaries with altogether labelled 27,837 text snippets to build the system and 827 summaries to evaluate the resulting quality.

Preferred hardware - portability, less clutter

The nurses interviewed in this study preferred hardware that was portable, with systems that are easy to learn, easy to navigate and as intuitive as possible. So, the most preferred hardware were the smartphone and the tablet although the tablet was seen as easier to use but not very portable in a hospital ward. The smartphone was seen as portable but not as easy to use and navigate as the tablet. This may be because the tablet is closer to a desktop or laptop computer in interface design than the smartphone. These differences may also be due to different generations of users (as pointed out by several participants) where smartphones are just a part of life to younger generations whereas older generations may be more comfortable with a more traditional PC interface. Portable hardware, microphone or no microphone, and file systems were seen as complicated on the dictaphone and MP3 devices.

Changing work practices - training, support and ward champions

Successful implementation of new technologies and overcoming resistance requires training, support and champions (Fernando and Dawson 2008; Dawson, Fisher et al. 2009) A training team needs to be established. The nurses interviewed in this study identified specific issues around the hardware system environment including understanding device-specific menu and navigation systems and knowing how to make “good” and accurate recordings which are as good as or better than traditional written notes. The issues raised around age and previous experience with technology also need to be addressed in training and implementation.

Therefore, a support team including champions of the system and the technology will be necessary (probably drawn from the training team) to facilitate the take up on the ward of the new system. This would provide on the job assistance with the process in terms of file management and clarity about how to create text versions of voice recordings, who would edit text versions, where and when this editing would take place, etc all necessary in the implementation phase. The maintenance of recording devices including supply of batteries, security, backup of files, and initialisation for start of shift identified as issues by participants also need to be addressed in a STT for clinical handover context.
Conclusion

This study, based on exploring user-task-technology usability issues with experienced clinicians as precursors to successful utilisation of STT for clinical handover, has provided valuable design context information for developing field trials of the technology for further research into improving clinical handover. This field research will provide empirical data relating to the Utilisation Context (right section of Figure 1 – Utilisation Context).

The results of this study indicate that to create a successful utilisation context in terms of user-technology-task usability for speech to text technology in a hospital ward setting, portable hardware with interface systems that are easy to learn, easy to navigate and as intuitive as possible are necessary. Further, these technological environments cannot be successfully utilised without sufficient training and support particularly from in-house champions and systems and procedures to support new work practices.

Ultimately, improving and enriching the information provided at clinical handover by extending paper-based notes with voice-based notes collected using speech recognition technologies has the potential to reduce the number of AHEs due to incomplete communication at clinical handover. Notes collected using speech recognition technologies can be integrated with electronic patient records and so provide more detailed information for other clinical decisions both at the point of care and within the patient journey.
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